June 19, 2017

FlexiVan is pleased to announce the official launch of our chassis booking system ChassisNow® for
FlexiDay® daily rentals. It’s new, proprietary and built with features our customers have been asking for. Plus
it’s easy to use and effective in helping you manage your chassis needs.
As the leader in the daily chassis rental market, FlexiDay® is now improved by enhanced reporting and
communication tools that facilitate the booking, dispatching and overall chassis leasing process.
ChassisNow® boasts an array of features, including:






Easy to use, responsive booking steps that are quick to complete and closely integrated with
FlexiVan’s network of chassis.
Address links to street maps with more precise directions, compatible with mobile devices
Readily available email messaging functions so that booking details and instructions can easily be
forwarded to drivers and appropriate personnel
Reporting enhancements, such as Active Chassis Reports and Lease History Reports
Greater customer control of bookings, cancellations and search capabilities (eg. state tax codes
and chassis unit details).

Consider booking your next chassis with ChassisNow®. We’re sure you’ll find it a helpful way to manage
your chassis requirements. Here’s how to begin.
1. Register as a FlexiDay customer at: FlexiVan.com (Includes insurance and credit approval process).
If you are already a registered customer, you can go directly to the next step.
2. Go to: www.ChassisNow.com
3. Register to use the ChassisNow booking system
4. Book your chassis!
As always, we’re here to help you with any questions you may have. You can find helpful information under
the “Help” page of our ChassisNow® site or email us directly at Help@ChassisNow.com. Our team is ready
to assist you.
We look forward to helping you meet your chassis needs with ChassisNow®.

ONE DAY FREE !!
As a special promotion with the launch of our new booking system, FlexiVan is offering one
free chassis rental day when you book your first chassis through ChassisNow.com (not
to exceed $22/day). The offer is valid now through July 17th and will be applied by individual
SCAC code. Use promo code “CNFD15.”

